S O LU T I O N S OV E R V I E W

The Solution for Today’s Data Challenges
data.world is a shared resource that accelerates discovery, access, and understanding of data assets for your
entire organization. Our cloud-native enterprise data catalog can help you simplify data integration, tear
down silos, and increase transparency and reproducibility of data work.

data.world powers the next-generation of

Data Discovery

Agile Data Governance

Find and understand the data and
analysis you need, wherever it lives.
Across data sources and formats.

Enable your teams to safely and

DataOps

actively work together to transform
data into knowledge.

Data Mesh
Empower domain experts to own
the data they create and make
it available to consumers across
business lines.

Accelerate the flow of information
between data producers and
consumers and improve the
resiliency of your data supply chain.

Data Fabric
Simplify data integration and access
with a single, semantically organized
view of your trusted data assets.

Knowledge-first design
Why does Facebook have such a powerful news feed, Apple and Amazon voice recognition? Google search,
and Netflix show recommendations? Because under the hood is a knowledge graph that fuses data, context,
semantics, and relationships together so that they’re discoverable and queryable. This is how our knowledge
graph-powered data catalog accelerates and enhances your data-driven enterprise.
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Why data.world?

Automated

Extensible

Intuitive

Connect to, catalog, and discover
anything in your data ecosystem.

Familiar design makes data work a

Cloud-native, knowledge-graphpowered means transparent
automation.

snap for anyone in your organization.

Find anything
Search, explore and understand

Collaboration
Real-time interactions
between different teams
and organizations

Knowledge
Navigate through data:
datasets, projects
and analyses

Built for collaboration

Unlock data’s value

data.world helps everyone with data, from the data
engineer running ETL jobs, to the analyst writing queries,
to the data novice asking questions. Capture questions,
ideas, and results alongside the data so you don’t have to
slow down to stay in sync.

Data and analytics work is hard to validate. data.world’s
cloud data catalog makes it easy to get more mileage from
existing work by recording activity, making suggestions,
and helping people discover relevant data and analysis.

See how we can help you
Want to know more about how data.world can help you build a culture of data within your organization? Schedule
time to speak with our expert team.
https://data.world/schedule-a-demo
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